Montana was flat on its back—drought (etc?)—even before the Depression hit
"Say, ..." (speech habit of a character)
The mountains, blue, gray and magnificent, against tan leaniness of the benchland; two worlds. Walls and walls of mountains to the west, piled high and at angles; the prairie is all bench and coulee.
curlcows (?) hovering like helicopters; make a fast twittering sound as if underwater, a yackety sound; gawky neck; hover with just slight tremble of wings over the creek.

Swufts (or mud swallows?) flowing around barn and sheds
tufts of wool on the barbwire of the 'Two country
RFair, p. 56, descriptn of house behind Med Lodge
feeble man: ring finger  DARE V. II, 379
Tinker Toys—Rusty maybe builds a replica of the Medicine Lodge out of those, false front and all.
Have Gun—Will Travel
run until April 1963; thus, rerun in late summer OK
- changed; 1957 needed; Lone Ranger, Image Empire p. 81
(polishing) the nickel trim on stove
clothes blowing wildly on clothesline